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Abstract

Due to the small pore sizes and organic content of shale, capillary pressure and

adsorption are two effects that should be taken into account in the study of phase

equilibrium inside shale. The inclusion of both effects in the phase equilibrium modeling

can shed light on how bulk phase composition inside the porous media changes with

temperature and pressure, and how the phase equilibrium changes accordingly. In

the long run, such a model can be used in reservoir simulation for more complicated

analysis. In this study, we present a calculation method that can effectively include

adsorption and capillarity. We propose to introduce an excess adsorbed phase and

treat the remaining substance inside the pores as a bulk phase (gas, liquid, or both) in

order to make the mass balance formulation simpler. The adsorbed phase is modeled

by the Multicomponent Langmuir (ML) equation for its simplicity and computational

efficiency. A more theoretical adsorption model, the multicomponent potential theory

of adsorption (MPTA), is used to determine the parameters of the simpler ML equation.

The liquid and gas phases are described by the Peng-Robinson equation of state and
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the capillary pressure across their interface is taken into account. A flash algorithm by

alternately updating the adsorbed phase amount and the fugacities in the bulk phases

has been developed. The flash algorithm is used to analyze some representative systems

(from binary, ternary to low-GOR and high-GOR model reservoir fluid systems) for

the phase equilibrium inside porous media. The results show that adsorption and

capillary pressure can significantly change the bulk phase composition and thus its

corresponding phase envelope. Since the adsorption varies at different temperature

and pressure conditions, the extent of change in the phase envelope is different. In

general, a much shrunk phase envelope with a shifted critical point is observed. The

heavier components are preferentially adsorbed in the whole pressure and temperature

range studied here. At high pressure and low temperature, the selectivity towards

heavier components is moderate in comparison to the that at low pressure and high

temperature. The adsorption effects are stronger for the gas bulk phase region, leading

to bigger changes in the gas phase composition and the shift of the dew point curve.

PVT simulations of two model reservoir fluid systems show significant change in the

results when capillary pressure and adsorption are included.

Introduction

Production of oil and gas from shale reservoirs has gained more attention in the past decade

due to its increasing economic feasibility and the size of potential sources around the world.

The improvement of technologies such as horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing has

allowed to economically produce from such type of reservoirs.1 Production from shale has

been the fastest growing energy sector in the United States, being able to partly substitute

electricity production from coal-fired power plants.2 A similar trend is expected in countries

with huge potential sources of shale such as Canada, China and Argentina.3

Shale reservoirs are characterized to have a very heterogeneous rock with noticeable

organic and inorganic regions, a wide range of pore size distributions with average pore
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sizes in the nanometer scale, and low porosities. These characteristics pose challenges in the

understanding and description of several underlying phenomena critical to shale production,

such as flow and transport, rock mechanics, and phase behavior. For instance, abnormal

production profiles in tight oil and shale oil reservoirs cannot be explained with the current

framework,4 suggesting that additional effects on phase behavior may be needed in the

current models and simulation tools. Nojabaei et al.5 and Kurtoglu et al.6 have reported

production data from different shale-oil wells of the Bakken field with long-lasting periods

of constant GOR at pressures below the expected saturation point. The understanding of

phase behavior is crucial in reservoir simulation tools in order to forecast oil production

accurately. Two important effects altering the phase behavior in shale reservoirs are high

capillary forces and surface interactions.

The capillary pressure effect has been studied theoretically and experimentally for pure

components and mixtures. Fisher and Israelachvili7 validated the Kelvin equation for pure

components at pore radii of 4 nm for cyclohexane. However, for the multicomponent case,

the experimental measurements are more challenging and few data can be found. The recent

interests in shale gas production have led to several experimental investigations.8–13 Wang

et al.8 and Alfi et al.9 used nano-fluidics to study the vaporization of pure components and

mixtures in nano-scale channels. Luo et al.11–13 used differential calorimetry to measure

the change in the boiling point of mixtures inside nano-scale porous media at atmospheric

pressure. Pathak et al.10 attempted to detect the bubble point change of C1-C10 system

in well-characterized synthesized mesoporous materials using the classical pressure-volume

curve measurement. The findings from these experiments are not always consistent with each

other. On the other hand, theoretical and modeling studies have also been done by several

authors. Brusilovsky14 presented a mathematical simulation for hydrocarbon mixtures under

a capillary pressure difference showing differences in the saturation pressure. Shapiro and

Stenby15–17 formulated the multicomponent Kelvin equation and presented a thermodynamic

analysis in which the phase equilibrium conditions for a mixture under capillary pressure are
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established. Sandoval et al.18 presented a linear analysis and an algorithm for phase envelope

calculations under a capillary pressure difference and observed changes in the whole phase

envelope except in the critical point. In the reservoir simulation context, several authors

have included the effect of capillary pressure in the phase behavior, reporting deviations in

the production profiles.5,19? ,20

Adsorption of components to the rock can be another important effect on phase behavior.

The thickness of adsorption film modifies the capillary radius and enhances the capillary ef-

fect.21 Moreover, selective adsorption may occur modifying the composition in the bulk space

of the pore. Without considering this compositional changes, incorrect predictions on fluid

properties may be obtained. For reliable predictions accounting for adsorption effects, exper-

imental adsorption data of different hydrocarbons at different temperatures and pressures is

crucial. Several authors have reported adsorption data in shale for methane, ethane, CO2

and their binary mixtures at a wide range of conditions both from experiments and molecular

simulations.22–29 However, there are no experimental data for simultaneous phase equilib-

rium and adsorption of single components and their mixtures in shale. Therefore, tools that

can give us an insight on the main characteristics of the physical picture are valuable to

design experimental setups, and in the long run, understand the phase behavior during the

production of shale reservoirs.

In this work we present a novel algorithm for flash calculations inside shale reservoirs,

where both the capillary pressure and adsorption effects are taken into account. Extended

from the conventional two-phase flash, the new algorithm can describe the simultaneous

equilibrium between the bulk gas and liquid phases and the adsorbed phase. It accounts for

the capillary pressure between two bulk phases and the overall composition change of the bulk

phases due to selective adsorption of components to the wall, as detailed in the Methodology

section. In the Solution Procedure sections, we attempt to increase the robustness and

efficiency of the algorithm so that it can be used not only for analyzing the capillarity and

adsorption influence of static scenarios over a wide temperature and pressure range as in this
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work, but also for future dynamic analysis through integration into compositional simulation.

In the Results section, the algorithm is used to analyze four model systems representative

for shale reservoir fluids. The changes in phase equilibrium and their underlying reasons are

discussed.

Methodology

Isothermal flash calculations are perhaps the most important phase equilibrium calculations

in practical applications. They are at the core of compositional reservoir simulations and

many process engineering tools to determine the equilibrium phase composition and prop-

erties at specified pressure and temperature. Incorporation of the adsorption effects and

capillary pressure in isothermal flash calculations is essential to the analysis of phase equi-

librium inside shale reservoirs, and inside confined systems in general.

Capillarity and adsorption of components to the rock introduce additional constraints

to the conventional isothermal two-phase flash problem. The former introduces a difference

of pressures between the liquid and gas phases, and the latter introduces a new phase that

changes the distribution of components among the phases. An example of a confined system

under capillarity and adsorption is depicted by Figure 1. It shows a fluid inside a pore

with specific surface area A and void volume V . A total of three phases are present in the

system: a liquid phase, a gas phase, and an adsorbed phase. A capillary pressure difference

Pc is accounted for across the interface of the liquid and gas phases. Although a cylindrical

geometry is shown, the proposed method can be applied to any system with a known void

volume and specific surface area.

The goal of the flash procedure is to determine the phase fractions and compositions of

the adsorbed phase, liquid phase, and gas phase in the system at a specified pressure P ,

temperature T , and overall composition zf . When the system is at equilibrium, we can write
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Figure 1: Blue spheres correspond to the bulk phases (gas and liquid), and green spheres
correspond to the excess adsorbed phase. The first blue/green layer next to the wall corre-
sponds to the absolute adsorbed layer. The liquid/gas curved interface represent the capillary
pressure difference. Figure adapted from Mason et al.30

that the fugacity of each component in the liquid, gas, and adsorbed phase is the same.

f gi = f li = fai (1)

where fαi is the fugacity of component i in phase α. Throughout the entire work the super-

scripts g, l and a are used for the gas, liquid and adsorbed phases respectively. The system

is subject to mass balance constraints:

zfi = θgyi + θlxi + θawi (2)

where zfi is the normalized feed composition, yi and θg are the molar compositions and molar

phase fraction in the vapor phase; xi and θl in the liquid phase; and wi and θa in the excess

adsorbed phase. The summation of the phase fractions must sum to unity

θl + θg + θa = 1 (3)
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and the molar compositions in each phase must also sum to unity.

∑
i

yi =
∑
i

xi =
∑
i

wi = 1 (4)

It is advantageous to use the excess adsorbed phase fraction instead of the absolute one

for the mass balance. In Figure 1 we can notice that the space inside the cylinder is filled

by the bulk phases (blue spheres) and the absolute adsorbed phase (first layer next to the

wall). Furthermore, to delimit the space that corresponds to the adsorbed phase and the

bulk phases, it is necessary to introduce an assumption on the thickness of the adsorbed

layer. However, this issue can be avoided by utilizing the excess adsorbed phase fraction

(green spheres in Figure 1) instead of the absolute adsorbed phase fraction. The excess

adsorbed phase occupies empty spaces that the bulk phase would not occupy in the absence

of an adsorbed phase. As a consequence, the bulk phase amounts can be calculated using the

total volume V, and the excess amounts using the surface area A. The details are presented

in the solution procedure section.

In this work, the thickness of the adsorption film is neglected in the contribution of the

capillary pressure for practical purposes. The error introduced by neglecting the adsorption

thickness for radii greater than 5 nm is relatively small far away from the critical point and

almost negligible close to the critical point due to low interfacial tension values as shown

in our previous work.31 Hence, the pore radius and effective capillary radius are treated

the same here. The Young-Laplace equation inside a cylinder is employed to describe the

capillary pressure difference

Pc = P g − P l =
2σ

rc
(5)

where Pc is the capillary pressure, P g the pressure in the gas phase, P l the pressure in the

liquid phase (wetting phase), and σ the interfacial tension, which for this work is calculated
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using the Sugden and Macleod model, commonly known as the parachor model

σ =

[∑
i

χi
(
xiρ

l − yiρg
)]4

(6)

where χi are the parachor constants, ρl and ρg are the molar densities in (mol/cm3), and σ

is the interfacial tension in (dyne/cm3). Furthermore, it is recommended to use a capillary

pressure model according to its geometry. For instance, for heterogeneous porous media, a

function that accounts for the pore size distribution, such as Leverett J-function32 must be

employed.

The liquid and gas phases are modeled using the Peng-Robinson EoS, although other

EoS can be selected. For the scope of this study, the adsorbed phase exists as long as there

is a bulk phase present. The adsorbed amount is often modeled as a function of the fugacity

(fb) of one of the bulk phases in the system. We can therefore write:

nads = Ψ(fb) (7)

where nads is the adsorbed amount, which can be the excess nexc or absolute adsorbed amount

nabs depending on the model, Ψ represents the model used for the adsorbed phase, and f b

can be either the gas or liquid fugacity if both phases are present in the system. The Multi-

component Langmuir (ML) is used here, but the described framework can be used with any

adsorption model. The ML can be written as follows:

nabsi = nmaxi (T )
bi(T )fi

1 +
Nc∑
j=1

bj(T )fj

(8)

where nabsi is the absolute adsorbed amount for component i, nmaxi is the maximum adsorp-

tion capacity, and bi is the adsorption equilibrium constant. The Langmuir model has been

initially developed to calculate the absolute adsorbed amount. At low pressures, the absolute
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and excess amounts are almost identical but this is not the case at high pressures where the

difference is too large to ignore. Since it is of our interest to estimate the excess adsorption

at high pressures, modifications to the ML must be done as follows:

nabsi = nmaxi (T )
bi(T )fi

1 +
Nc∑
j=1

bj(T )fj

− ρbVads (9)

where ρb is the density of the bulk phase and Vads is the volume of the adsorbed phase,

which in many cases can be estimated by the micro-pore volume of the adsorbent or ob-

tained as a fitting parameter during the regression of the adsorption data. In a more realistic

scenario, Vads and surface area A will change due to the swelling or shrinkage of the sample.

The swelling/shrinkage may depend on the pressure, temperature and loading of hydrocar-

bons/water.33–35 For practical purposes of this work, we have assumed for the tested examples

that swelling and shrinkage does not occur. Nevertheless, the generality of the framework

allows to embed this dependency into the adsorption model if required.

Solution Procedure

In principle, the system can be solved with a nested robust isothermal flash updating the

adsorbed amounts in an outer loop. However, we found that it is more convenient and

efficient to couple the adsorption calculations with the bulk equilibrium calculations. In

other words, the bulk phase fugacities, the capillary pressure, and the distribution of the

phases are calculated at each step.

The developed algorithm follows a similar methodology used for the two-phase flash

algorithm by Michelsen36 but several modifications to account for the capillary pressure

difference and the composition changes in the bulk phase due to adsorption are employed.

At early iterations, it is based on a direct substitution procedure of the equilibrium factors

solving the Rachford-Rice equation in a nested loop, while updating the capillary pressure
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and adsorbed amounts in an external loop. Acceleration using the dominant eigenvalue of

the equilibrium factors and changes in the bulk composition are performed whenever the

eigenvalues responsible for the slow convergence are identified and isolated. The procedure

is then switched at later iterations to a quadratic update in the vapor flows while maintaining

the direct substitution update in the capillary pressure and adsorbed amounts.

Direct Substitution

As a starting point, the pressure in the liquid phase and the gas phase is assumed equal,

the adsorbed phase fraction is set to zero, and the Wilson’s correlation is used to obtain an

initial estimate of the equilibrium factors

lnKWilson
i = ln

Pci
P

+ 5.737(1 + wi)

(
1− Tci

T

)
(10)

where Tci , Pci and wi are the critical temperature, critical pressure and acentric factor

respectively. The calculation is followed by solving the Rachford-Rice equation iteratively

with the corresponding update of the equilibrium factors, capillary pressure and total bulk

composition changes due to adsorption at each step. The Rachford-Rice can be written as

follows:

g(β) =
∑
i

zbi
Ki − 1

1− β + βKi

= 0 (11)

where zb is the total composition of the bulk phase (i.e. liquid and gas together), Ki are the

equilibrium factors between the gas and the liquid, and β is the relative vapor fraction in

the bulk phase without considering the adsorbed phase. The relative vapor fraction is not

equivalent to the absolute fraction θg and both are related through the following equation:

β =
θg

θg + θl
(12)
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Updates of the capillary pressure Pc, equilibrium factors Ki, and bulk composition zb at

each solution of (Eq. 11) are performed in the respective order. The capillary pressure is

computed using (Eq. 5) and the update of the phase pressures is made by

P g = P l + Pc or P l = P g − Pc (13)

where P g is updated if the pressure of the liquid is the input pressure, and P l if the pressure

of the gas is the input. It can be noted that at high values of Pc and small values of Pg

the update in the liquid pressure can be negative. Therefore, it is always recommended to

use the product of the pressure and fugacity coefficient (i.e. Fα
i = Pαϕαi ), instead of the

fugacity coefficients ϕαi alone to avoid undefined values during intermediate calculations.18

After updating the capillary pressure, the Ki values are calculated as follows:

Ki =
F l
i (T, P

l,x)

F g
i (T, P g,y)

(14)

Finally, the last variable to be updated is the total bulk composition zb. The total compo-

sition in the bulk phase will change at each step since some components will be adsorbed

to the wall. By subtracting the components of the adsorbed phase from the overall feed

composition we get:

zbi =
zfi − θawi

1− θa (15)

The composition of the excess adsorbed phase w is obtained from (Eq. 7) using the liquid

fugacity, gas fugacity, or an average of both. This is allowed during intermediate calculations

since at the solution both the liquid and gas phases will have the same fugacity. The absolute

mole fractions xabs can be obtained with the ML model

xabsi =
nabsi∑
j n

abs
j

(16)

However, to obtain the composition in the excess adsorbed phase we have to make the
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correction for the excess amounts.

nexci = nabsi − zbiρbV ads → wi =
nexci∑
j n

exc
j

(17)

where V ads is obtained by fitting the excess adsorption data of pure components, and ρb is

the overall density of the bulk phase

ρb =
1

βV g
m + (1− β)V l

m

(18)

where V l
m and V g

m are the molar volumes of the liquid and gas phase respectively.

The remaining excess adsorbed phase fraction θa in (Eq. 15), can be obtained using the

phase molar densities (or volumes) and the geometry of the system. Since our calculation is

done at constant pressure, the volume is allowed to change, but the ratio of the surface area

to the void volume remains constant. We can rewrite the surface area, and the volume of

the system as follows:

A =
nexc

Γexc
, V = nbV̄m (19)

where Γexc is the surface excess (excess adsorbed moles per unit area); V̄m is the molar

volume of the bulk, nb are the moles in the bulk phase (i.e. nb = nl+ng), and nexc the moles

in the excess adsorbed phase. The molar volume of bulk refers to the average molar volume

of the liquid and gas phases

V̄m = βV g
m + (1− β)V l

m (20)

where β is the relative vapor fraction in (Eq. 12). Using the fact that the geometric factor

Gf = A/V is constant for a specific porous media, (Eq. 19) can be used to express the

geometric factor as follows:

Gf =
nexc/Γexc

nbV̄m
=

θa

(1− θa)ΓexcV̄m
(21)
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Solving for the excess adsorbed fraction we obtain

θa =
Gf V̄mΓexc

1 +Gf V̄mΓexc
(22)

For a cylinder, the geometric factor is 2
rc

. With (Eq. 22), the update of zb in (Eq. 15) is

complete.

It is worthwhile to notice that the excess adsorbed amount nexci of some components in

the excess adsorbed phase may be negative. This happens in cases where there is a higher

concentration of one component in the bulk phase than in the excess adsorbed phase

nexci = nadsi − zbiρbV ads < 0 (23)

This is not unusual when the system consists of a liquid phase and an adsorbed phase.

This shows that the excess adsorbed phase is merely a hypothetical concept instead of a

separate physical entity. The mole fractions in this hypothetical phase fulfill the mass balance

equations and are not directly used to calculate other thermodynamic properties. Therefore,

it is not a problem for wi to be negative during the calculations and at the solution.

In summary, an iterative procedure solving the Rachford-Rice equation using direct sub-

stitution in the equilibrium factors Ki (Eq. 14), capillary pressure Pc (Eq. 13), and bulk

concentration zb (Eq. 15) can be performed until reaching a desired tolerance or number

of iterations. The convergence rate can be improved by using an extrapolation method. In

this work the Dominant Eigenvalue Method (DEM) suggested by Orbach and Crowe37 is

employed to accelerate convergence on the equilibrium factors and bulk compositions.

Quadratic Update on Vapor Flows

A further increase in the convergence rate can be achieved using a second order method in

the phase split of the bulk phases while maintaining a direct substitution update in Pc and

zb. This procedure is especially useful when the bulk phases are close to the critical point,
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where a large number of successive substitution iterations are required.

The equilibrium equations of the gas and liquid phases can be written as a function of

the vapor flows as independent variables

gi(v) = ln f gi − ln f li = 0 (24)

The Jacobian matrix for the system in (Eq. 24) can be obtained as follows

Jij =
1

θ(1− θ)

(
zbi
xiyi

δij − 1 + (1− θ)Φg
ij + θΦl

ij

)
(25)

where

Φα
ij = nT

(
∂ lnϕi
∂nj

)
T,Pα

, nT =
∑
k

nk (26)

For details in the derivation, the reader is referred to Michelsen and Mollerup.36 The

Newton update in the vapor flows can be obtained by solving the following system

J∆v + g = 0 (27)

It is important to use the second order method with high-quality initial estimates in order to

have local convergence. It is recommended to perform some cycles of successive substitution

followed by acceleration before switching to the quadratic update in the vapor flows.

In addition to the phase split calculation procedure, stability analysis in the bulk phase

is performed when necessary. If the bulk phase converges to a single phase at the solution,

stability analysis including capillary pressure, suggested by Sherafati et al.,38 is performed

to check whether the obtained solution is stable. If unstable, the new composition is used

and the algorithm is restarted.

In summary, the solution procedure is as follows:
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i Initialize with Wilson’s equilibrium constants for the bulk phases.

ii Perform accelerated successive substitution using (Eq. 11), (Eq. 13), (Eq. 14), and

(Eq. 15).

iii Continue with the second order method for the bulk phase vapor flows while updating

by means of successive substitution the capillary pressure and bulk compositions in

the outer loop. (Eq. 27)

iv If one of the bulk phases disappears at any point during steps ii) or iii) continue with

the phase split of single bulk phase and adsorbed phase. Check the final solution with

stability analysis. If stable terminate, otherwise return to step ii.

Results

The suggested procedure given in the previous sections is able to handle the tested systems

summarized in Table 1. The Peng-Robinson EoS was used to model the bulk phase and

the ML model for the adsorbed phase. For the adsorbed phase in the examples presented

here, we tried to establish our modeling based on experimental adsorption data. A set of

adsorption data for methane and ethane recently measured by Wang et al.26 was used as a

starting point and then extended to different temperatures and heavier n-alkanes.

Various adsorption models can be used to model multicomponent adsorption on shale,

for instance: the ML, the Ideal Adsorbed solution Theory (IAST),39 and the Multicompo-

nent Potential Theory of Adsorption (MPTA).40 All of them show comparable results for

adsorption in shale at high pressures.31 The most theoretical sound model among them is the

MPTA and the simpler to use for calculation purposes is the ML. We here suggest regressing

MPTA parameters first based on the available adsorption data, and then use the model

to extrapolate to other temperatures and heavier n-alkanes. The artificial adsorption data

generated by MPTA can then be used to obtain the temperature dependent model param-
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eters of the Langmuir isotherms. This procedure provides a sound basis for the adsorption

calculation part in our model analysis. The details are presented in the supporting informa-

tion. For the sub-critical region Langmuir isotherms might not be the optimal choice to fit

the pure component adsorption data and more complex isotherm models can be applied if

required..41

The component EoS parameters and parachor constants are presented in Table 2, and the

adsorption parameters used for the ML model are presented in Table 3. Furthermore, a cylin-

drical geometry with a capillary radius (rc) of 10 nm was assumed for all the calculations. It

is important to notice that the framework formulated here does not have any limitations in

the geometry assumed for the system. In the current examples, we have simplified the geom-

etry of the adsorbent to a cylinder in order to use a simple model for the capillary pressure.

However, it is also possible to use a more complex capillary pressure model accounting for

the pore size distribution. For instance, the Leverett function can be employed to describe

the capillary pressure as a function of saturation. The major complication of using a liquid

saturation dependent capillary pressure model is that the implicitness of the flash problem

increases substantially. Nevertheless, the general calculation framework presented here can

still be used.42 It is expected that inclusion of the pore size distribution will influence the

extent of the change but the major qualitative features will be similar.

Table 1: Molar composition of the tested systems.

Alkane Binary Ternary Low GOR High GOR
C1 0.50 0.42 0.7000 0.8997
C2 0.50 - - -
C4 - 0.33 0.1200 0.0300
C8 - - 0.0700 0.0297
C10 - 0.25 - -
C12 - - 0.0599 0.0232
C16 - - 0.0501 0.0174

The algorithm was applied in a fine grid of 500× 500 for each system and the plots are

shown from Figure 4 to Figure 14. The average number of iterations to reach convergence
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Table 2: Peng-Robinson EoS component parameters and parachor constants. Parachor
constants taken from Schechter and Guo43

Alkane Tcrit Pcrit ω Parachor kij(c1/cn)
C1 190.6 45.99 0.0115 74.05 -
C2 305.3 48.72 0.0995 112.91 -0.0026
C4 425.1 37.96 0.2002 193.90 0.0168
C8 568.7 24.90 0.3996 359.33 0.0451
C10 617.7 21.10 0.4923 440.69 0.0422
C12 658.0 18.20 0.5764 522.26 0.0500
C16 723.0 14.00 0.7174 688.50 0.0561

Table 3: Correlation constants for temperature dependent Langmuir parameters.

Alkane Ea
R

(K) lnA * m
(
mmol
g·K

)
c
(
mmol
g

)
**

C1 -1115.9 -7.48 -2.66·10−4 0.3985
C2 -1947.9 -8.13 -2.13·10−4 0.2931
C4 -2758.5 -7.91 -1.09·10−4 0.1769
C8 -3989.1 -6.44 -3.32·10−5 0.0818
C10 -4502.1 -6.11 -2.24·10−5 0.0637
C12 -5871.2 -8.00 -1.14·10−5 0.0496
C16 -6189.2 -5.68 -5.41·10−6 0.0341

* ln bi = lnAi −
(
Eai
R

)
1
T , ** nmaxi = miT + ci

are from 9 to 15 depending on the system. The algorithm shows to be robust and linearly

convergent. The main limitations on the convergence rate are the linear updates in Pc and

zb, especially the latter.

Two examples of convergence are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3. An attempt of DEM

acceleration is performed after every four steps of successive substitution. Figure 2 shows

the convergence of a point in the bulk liquid region. For the C1-C2, after two interations,

the gas phase disappears leaving only a liquid phase and an adsorbed phase in the system.

Convergence is reached after the seventh iteration and the solution is checked using stability

analysis considering capillary pressure.38 Similar behavior is observed for the Low-GOR

mixture with a slower convergence rate, and less successful acceleration attempts. Figure 3

depicts a more difficult case of convergence behavior close to the bubble point for the C1-C2

mixture; after four iterations the gas phase disappears and convergence of the liquid-adsorbed
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system is reached after the ninth iteration. Subsequently, stability analysis considering

capillary pressure is performed revealing instability of the liquid bulk phase. The gas phase

is reintroduced and iteration is continued by (Eq. 27) and accelerated linear updates in the

zb. Finally, convergence is reached around the 20th iteration. For the Low-GOR mixture, a

point inside the two phase region away from the bubble point is selected. The slope of con-

vergence is improved around the 7th iteration where the update of (Eq. 27) is used. Similarly,

convergence is reached around the 20th iteration.
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Figure 2: Convergence for the liquid-adsorbed phase region. [Left ] C1-C2 at (240 K, 70 bar).
[Right ] Low-GOR at (400 K, 400 bar). Acceleration attempt in zb after each 4 steps. Tol-
erance limit (- -); Vanishing of the gas phase (· · · ).

Binary System

The first system tested is an equimolar binary mixture of methane and ethane. The mixture

of these two components is of great importance in shale gas reservoirs. The temperatures

of two-phase coexistence are extremely low in comparison with the real reservoir conditions.

Nevertheless, an example of a binary mixture provides a simple and useful analysis of the

main characteristics of the bulk-adsorbed phase splitting. Figure 4 shows the main differ-

ences of the phase envelope with and without capillary pressure and adsorption. The phase

envelope shows to be considerably smaller and shifted. As shown in our previous work,18
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Figure 3: Convergence for the liquid-gas-adsorbed phase region. [Left ] C1-C2 at
(240 K, 53.75 bar). [Right ] Low-GOR at (400 K, 50 bar). Acceleration attempt in zb

after each 4 steps. Tolerance limit (- -); Vanishing/appearance of the gas phase (· · · ).

the capillary pressure has an effect on the whole phase envelope except in the critical point.

The bubble point pressures and lower dew point pressures are decreased, and the upper dew

point pressures increased. The effect of the adsorbed phase is less intuitive. The differences

in the phase envelope are due to compositional changes in the bulk phase due to selective

adsorption of components to the wall. In other words, each point in the phase diagram has

the same overall feed composition zf , but the bulk composition zb is different (see Eq.2).

Figure 5 shows the change of C2 mole fraction in the bulk phase with respect to the feed

phase. It is possible to observe that in the liquid region at low temperatures, the composition

of the bulk phase changes very little and the change in the phase envelope in this region is

mainly caused by capillary effects. In contrast, at very low pressures in the gas region, the

composition change in C2 is more dramatic (≈ −0.4) and C1 mole fraction in the bulk phase

can get as high as 90% creating a significantly lighter bulk phase. Moreover, one can expect

excess adsorbed phase fractions up to 0.8 (Figure 6), due to big differences in the bulk phase

and adsorbed phase molar densities.

Figure 6 shows the excess adsorbed phase fraction of the system plotted against the

pressure of the liquid phase (Pl), and the pressure of the gas phase (Pg). The aim of these
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plots is to show more clearly the bubble point and the dew point boundaries plotted against

their respective feed pressures. Pl for the bubble point branch, and Pg for the dew point

branch. For the bubble point boundary at low temperatures, the excess adsorbed phase

fraction and the change in the bulk composition is close to zero, meaning that the bulk

phase and the absolute adsorbed phase are almost identical. If we decrease the pressure

at a constant temperature, when the bubble point pressure is crossed, rapid changes in the

composition and phase fractions occur as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. When the gas

phase appears in the system, C1 is released from the adsorbed phase to the bulk phase more

rapidly than C2 creating a lighter phase in the bulk space. Therefore, the two-phase region

shrinks and the dew point is encountered at higher pressures as seen in Figure 4.

Other interesting findings are encountered close to the critical point. We here use the

classical definition for the critical point of the bulk gas and liquid phases, i.e. the tem-

perature and pressure where the differences between the coexisting gas and liquid phases

disappear. Moreover, we assume here that adsorption holds close to the critical point and its

thermodynamic properties are obtained through the selected adsorption model, and only de-

pend on the bulk fugacity as an input. For extremely small pores where density fluctuations

around the critical point are suppressed, it would be better to adopt a more sophisticated

thermodynamic description. An ideal model should have sufficient theoretical basis and also

be accurate enough for high pressure mixture critical point prediction. Here, the marked

critical points should be understood as the ones predicted completely under the classical

thermodynamic framework. In Figure 5 and Figure 6, if we increase the temperature along

the bubble point boundary towards the critical point, we can observe that the excess ad-

sorbed phase fraction increases and so does the composition of C1 in the bulk phase. Due to

the selective adsorption towards C2 and the resulting change in the bulk phase composition,

the critical point of the bulk phase shifts.

In summary, we observe changes in all the PT phase envelope due to capillary pressure

and adsorption. The effect of the capillary pressure near the bubble point is more pronounced
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than the compositional changes due to adsorption. Furthermore, selective adsorption towards

C2 is observed everywhere. It is moderate at high pressures and low temperatures, but

increases as the pressure is lowered.

Figure 4: C1-C2 binary system. [Left ] Normal phase envelope in red; with capillary pressure
and adsorption in yellow. [Right ] Phase envelope with relative vapor fraction β. The dashed
lines (- - -) represent the pressure in the gas phase.

Figure 5: C1-C2 binary system. [Left ] Change of the C2 mole fraction in bulk phase zb.
[Right ] C2 mole fraction in the absolute adsorbed phase xabs.
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Figure 6: Excess adsorbed phase fraction (θ) for C1-C2 binary system. [Left ] Liquid phase
pressure Pl. [Right ] Gas phase pressure Pg. Continuous line (—) represents the feed phase
pressure, dashed line (- - -) represent the incipient phase pressure.
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Ternary System

The ternary mixture is constructed in a way to represent a light, intermediate and heavy

fraction of an oil mixture. Similar to the binary system, the algorithm shows to be convergent

and no particular difficulties were encountered. Figure 7 shows the change of the phase

envelope and excess adsorbed phase fraction at different T and P, and Figure 8 shows the

change in the composition of C10 in the bulk phase and the absolute composition in the

adsorbed phase.

A shrunk phase envelope due to capillary pressure and compositional changes is observed

in Figure 7. This behavior is consistent with the observation in the binary system presented

before in Figure 4. In addition, the excess adsorbed phase fraction in the liquid region is

close to zero and appears to be less sensitive to changes in the pressure and the temperature

than that in the binary mixture. Nevertheless, the composition of decane in the adsorbed

phase is very sensitive to changes in the temperature. Therefore, in spite of the apparent

zero value of the excess fraction in the liquid region, the individual contributions nexci are not

negligible in the compositional changes of the bulk phase. The impact of these compositional

changes can be observed in the modified cricondentherm of the phase envelope in Figure 4.

If we select an arbitrary temperature in the liquid region and start decreasing the pressure,

as soon as the mixture enters the two-phase region, the change of the bulk phase composition

zb becomes become more sensitive to the pressure as shown in Figure 8. In order to better

illustrate the composition changes, two fixed reservoir temperatures of 400K and 450K are

selected and the bulk phase compositions zb and adsorption selectivities Si,j
i are plotted

against the pressure. The plots are presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. As

the pressure decreases in Figure 9 the bulk phase gets enriched with lighter components

due to desorption of C1, while the heavier components remain in the adsorbed phase. As

the pressure is further decreased, the adsorption selectivity towards heavier components is

enhanced, with dramatic changes when entering the single gas phase region. Both figures

iSeletivity of component i with respect to component j, Si,j =
xads
i /zbi

xads
j /zbj
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suggest that, in a depletion production scenario, the heavier components will become harder

to recover as the pressure of the reservoir decreases. Moreover, they will likely remain in the

adsorbed phase at low pressures, making it practically impossible to recover them.

Figure 7: Ternary system. [Left ] Normal phase envelope in red; with capillary pressure and
adsorption in yellow. [Right ] Excess adsorbed phase fraction (θ) plotted against the liquid
phase pressure. Dashed line (- - -) represents the gas phase pressure.

Figure 8: Ternary system. [Left ] Change of the C10 mole fraction in the bulk phase zb.
[Right ] C10 mole fraction in the absolute adsorbed phase xabs.
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Figure 9: Composition profile of the bulk phase (zb) as a function of the pressure (Pl) at
T = 400 K and T = 450 K respectively.
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Figure 10: Adsorption selectivity with respect to C1 as a function of the pressure (Pl) at
T = 400 K and T = 450 K respectively.
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Low-GOR and High-GOR Systems

Two more complex systems that mimic real reservoir fluids are tested. The low-GOR system

(lower methane content) represents a volatile oil system and the high-GOR system represents

a gas condensate system (higher methane content). The comparison of both are shown from

Figure 11 to Figure 14. Once again it can be seen that the two-phase zone shrinks and shifts

in the same way as the binary and ternary systems. However, some differences are observed

in the high-GOR system. The shift in the upper dew point region is more pronounced in

comparison to the other systems. If we fixed a reservoir temperature of 350 K and decrease

the pressure, unlike the other systems, the two-phase region will be reached several bars

later than expected as shown in Figure 11. This shows that the shift of the phase envelope

due to selective adsorption towards heavier components is more pronounced in some systems

than in others. For this particular case, the high-GOR system phase envelope changes more

dramatically when small amounts of the heavier hydrocarbons are adsorbed to the wall.

In general, it can be seen that the two-phase zone shrinks when adsorption is considered.

However, it is not completely clear how to predict the extent of these changes a priori, since

it will depend from system to system. With the considered EoS and adsorption models we

can observe that adsorption of heavier alkanes is strongly preferred when there is a gas bulk

phase present in the system, this can be seen in the selectivity profiles of Figure 16. In

contrast, the preference towards heavier alkanes is low to moderate in the liquid region. For

instance, in the liquid region the bulk phase composition zb is very similar to that of the

overall feed zf as shown in the composition profiles of Figure 15. At these temperatures and

pressures, the adsorbed phase does not have an obvious effect on the phase equilibrium but

it is difficult to predict whether adsorption can be neglected or not. In general, it should

be noted that the role of the adsorbed phase will become more relevant when the system

changes from a liquid phase zone to a two-phase zone. Therefore, it is recommended not to

disregard its effect when the phase equilibrium of a confined system is evaluated.
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Figure 11: Normal phase envelope in red; with capillary pressure and adsorption in yel-
low. [Left ] Low-GOR. [Right ] High-GOR. (No critical point is present in the pressure and
temperature range)

Figure 12: Excess adsorbed phase fraction (θ) plotted against the liquid phase pressure.
Dashed line (- - -) represents the gas phase pressure. [Left ] Low-GOR. [Right ] High-GOR.
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Figure 13: C16 mole fraction change in bulk phase zb. [Left ] Low-GOR, reference feed
(zC16 = 0.501). [Right ] High-GOR, reference feed (zC16 = 0.0174).

Figure 14: C16 mole fraction in the absolute adsorbed phase xabs. [Left ] Low-GOR. [Right ]
High-GOR.
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Figure 15: Composition profile of the bulk phase (zb) as a function of the pressure (Pl).
[Left ] Low-GOR at T = 400 K. [Right ] High-GOR at T = 350 K.
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Figure 16: Adsorption selectivity with respect to C1 as a function of the pressure (Pl). [Left ]
Low-GOR at T = 400 K. [Right ] High-GOR at T = 350 K.
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The above analysis for the binary, ternary, and multicomponent systems has revealed the

shifts of phase envelopes under the combined effects of capillary pressure and adsorption.

Ideally, such shifts should be validated quantitatively and qualitatively by experimental

data. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no experimental results which can

be used for such purpose. Among the recent experimental studies8–13 briefly mentioned in

the introduction section, most of them investigate just the capillary pressure effects8,9 or at

least do not explicitly include the adsorption effects10–13). Hence, a direct comparison with

the calculation here cannot be made.

In the studies using nanofluidics,8,9 vaporization tends to happen first in the bigger

channels used as the inlet and outlet, making it difficult to interpret the results for mixtures8

due to diffusion of components across the system. Alfi et al.9 studied only pure components

and the results are qualitatively in agreement with the bubble point suppression predicted by

the Kelvin equation. Furthermore, the results of Luo et al.11–13 show two-phase transition

points: one above the original saturation temperature and one below. This phenomenon

was not observed in the experiments by the others.8–10 It should also be noted that most of

these experiments are at atmospheric conditions8,9,11–13 which are far from the high pressure

underground conditions of interest to us and analyzed in this study. Furthermore, Pathak et

al.10 reported a bubble point pressure suppression for methane-n-decane in porous media at

elevated pressures. Their bubble point pressures were determined from the pressure-volume

curve. However, we notice that their reported curves are very smooth and the determined

bubble point pressures can be subject to large uncertainty, therefore, difficult for a direct

quantitative comparison.

In general, it is challenging to measure saturation point inside porous media because no

stirring can be made to ensure the homogeneity of the fluid system. Despite the deficiencies

in the existing experimental studies, they are still valuable attempts and will pave the way for

improved studies in the future. It is just at the current stage that a quantitative comparison

with our calculation for high pressure mixtures is not possible. Finally, it should be noted
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that the quantitative results depend on the system and the adsorption model used. We

tried to develop our adsorption modeling based on the experimental adsorption data on a

particular shale sample.26 Therefore, the actual extent of the phase behavior shift will vary

with the adsorbent.

PVT Analysis

The phase envelope calculation provides an overall picture of the phase behavior in the reser-

voir. For shale producers, direct PVT analyses are more compelling since they simulate a

path close to a real production scenario during depletion. To give a better insight on the

influence of the capillary pressure and adsorption, we performed PVT simulations for both

the low-GOR (volatile oil) and high GOR (gas condensate) systems. We simulated Constant

Mass Expansion (CME) for both systems, and Differential Liberation (DL) for the low-GOR

system and Constant Volume Depletion (CVD) for the high-GOR system. In order to do the

simulations with capillary pressure and adsorption, the classical two-phase flash used in PVT

simulations were replaced by the flash with capillary pressure and adsorption developed in

this work. For CME, the simulation is straightforward since the mass is conserved. For DL,

the gas phase formed at a pressure stage below the bubble point pressure is removed com-

pletely, leaving only the adsorbed and liquid phases before proceeding to the next pressure

stage. For CVD, the system volume is kept at the dew point volume for pressure stages below

the dew point pressure by removing the excess amount of gas. For Low-GOR, we simulated

CME and DL at 400 K and for high-GOR, we simulated CME and CVD at 350 K. The two

temperatures were selected arbitrarily within the normal range of temperatures for shale

reservoirs.

Low-GOR fluid

The PVT calculation results are depicted in Figure 19. It can be observed that when capil-

lary pressure and adsorption are considered, the results deviate significantly from the normal
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or conventional PVT results. Figure 19a shows that the oil formation volume factor Bo is

larger in all the pressure range when considering capillarity and adsorption for both the

CME and DL tests. This difference gets smaller for lower pressures in the two-phase region.

A larger Bo means a lighter oil phase is obtained. This is mostly attributed to the adsorption

of heavier components to the rock since the capillary pressure plays a minor role as indicated

by the nearly unchanged bubble point pressure. The gas formation volume factor Bg shown

in Figure 19b shows a very small difference between the CME and DL tests, and also small

differences at high pressures when considering capillary and adsorption. At lower pressures

the influence of adsorption in Bg becomes more noticeable, which is consistent with the re-

sults obtained in the corresponding phase envelope. As the system enters a gas rich region,

the influence of adsorption in the system increases. Figure 19c presents the solution Gas-Oil

ratio Rs. Similar to the Bo, the Rs is larger than the normal case in all the pressure range

when considering capillarity and adsorption. As the pressure decreases, this difference gets

smaller. In contrast to the normal Rs plot, when considering capillarity and adsorption the

Rs is not constant before the bubble pressure is reached. Since the adsorbed phase changes

slightly above the bubble point pressure, the bulk composition zb changes as well resulting

in small changes of Rs. Finally, a liquid density plot ρl is presented in Figure 19d. As can

be expected from the Bo plots, the density of the liquid phase decreases for the results with

capillary pressure and adsorption. This difference exists in the whole pressure range and get

smaller at lower pressures.

High-GOR fluid

The results are shown in Figure 20. Similarly, the high-GOR system also shows changes

in the PVT results when including capillary pressure and adsorption. Figure 20a shows the

solution oil-gas ratio rs of the produced stream as function of the pressure. We can again

observe that the rs slightly varies at pressures higher than the bubble point due to compo-

sitional changes caused by desorption. When considering capillarity and adsorption, the rs
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stays almost constant after the normal dew point (ca. 428 bar) for about 60 bar until the

modified dew point is met (ca. 365 bar). The results seem to be in qualitative agreement with

the field observations that the produced gas-oil ratio remains constant even after the appar-

ent saturation point is passed. Furthermore, the rs with capillary pressure and adsorption

seems to decrease at a slower rate than the normal system after the dew point. This may be

partly attributed to the release of heavy components from the adsorbed phase to the bulk

phase favouring the condensation at standard conditions. Figure 20b shows the gas forma-

tion volume factor with almost no difference in the whole pressure range because the density

change in the gas phase due to adsorption is limited. Figure 20c shows the liquid dropout Vrl

(liquid volume divided by the saturation point volume) for the different tests. For the normal

CME and CVD case the liquid dropout is considerably higher. Because of the shifted dew

point, the condensation inside the PVT cell for the normal case starts earlier with a very

steep increasing change in Vrl and then decreases slowly as the pressure is lowered. For the

results with capillary pressure and adsorption, the first liquid drop appears around 60 bars

below the normal dew point. The change in Vrl is not as dramatic as for the normal case. For

the CME case, the Vrl vanishes after entering the gas phase zone (ca. 110 bar) where all the

liquid phase re-vaporizes. For the CVD case the Vrl reaches almost a constant value due to

the enrichment of the bulk phase with heavier components desorbed from the wall after each

gas discharge at every stage. Finally, a plot of the y7+ mole fraction of the produced stream

is shown in Figure 20d. The plot shows a trend similar to that for rs because the condensate

at standard conditions includes the majority of the heavy components; the concentration in

the gas stream remains almost constant after the normal dew point is reached and starts

decreasing after the shifted dew point is reached.

The above PVT analysis is only for two specific model reservoir fluid systems. It is worth

pointing out that the PVT simulation results under the capillary pressure and adsorption

effects can be influenced by many factors such as the reservoir fluid type, the fluid compo-
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sition, the pore sizes, the adsorption curves, and the reservoir temperatures. More detailed

analysis can be made in the future with the flash calculation tool developed here. It should

also be pointed out that the perceived in-situ composition of a shale reservoir is crucial for

any discussion about the phase equilibrium change in that reservoir. In our discussion here,

it was assumed that the overall composition including the adsorbed phase is known. In prac-

tice, there is still no consensus on how to get representative samples from shale reservoirs.44

One potential route is to combine reservoir simulation with PVT analysis.45 For that pur-

pose, the flash calculation framework developed here can be integrated into a compositional

simulator to include both capillary pressure and adsorption effects. Such a simulator will

allow dynamic analysis more relevant to actual shale production.
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Figure 17: (a) Oil formation volume factor Bo, (b) Gas formation volume factor Bg, (c)
Solution gas-oil ratio Rs, and (d) liquid density ρl for CME and DL tests at T=400 K using
the low-GOR fluid.
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Figure 18: (a) Solution oil-gas ratio rs, (b) Gas formation volume factor Bg, (c) liquid drop
out Vrl, and (d) y7+ mole fraction in the producing stream for CME and CVD tests at
T=400 K using the high-GOR fluid.
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Conclusions

In this work, the combined effects of capillarity and adsorption were investigated. A flash

algorithm including both capillary pressure and adsorption was developed to determine the

phase fractions and compositions of two bulk phases (liquid and gas) and an adsorbed phase

at equilibrium. The algorithm is based on a two-phase flash procedure that accounts for

the capillary pressure difference between the liquid and gas phases, and the compositional

changes in the bulk caused by selective adsorption of components to the wall.

The flash algorithm was used to analyze some representative systems (binary, ternary, low

GOR, and high GOR model systems) for the phase equilibrium in shale. The results show

that adsorption and capillary pressure can significantly change the bulk phase composition

and thus its corresponding phase envelope. Since the adsorption is different at different

temperature and pressure conditions, the extent of change is different. In general, a much

shrunk phase envelope with a shifted critical point is observed. The effect of capillary pressure

shows to be more important close to the bubble point boundary, where the adsorption effects

are often moderate. The adsorption selectivity towards heavier components at high pressure

and low temperature liquid region is from low to moderate, and the excess adsorbed phase

fraction in the liquid phase region is close to zero. On the other hand, the adsorption of

heavier alkanes is strongly preferred in the low pressure and high temperature gas phase

region. Moreover, the excess adsorbed phase fraction in the gas phase region can be as

high as 80%. The high selectivity towards heavier alkanes and the large excess adsorbed

phase fraction in the gas phase region can lead to dramatic changes in the bulk composition.

Consequently, a big shift is observed in the phase envelope along the dew point branch.

In addition, PVT analysis using the developed flash algorithm with adsorption and cap-

illary pressure was made for the low-GOR and high-GOR fluid, revealing significant shifts

from the conventional PVT results. For the low-GOR fluid/volatile oil, CME and DL tests

were simulated. The solution gas-oil ratio and the oil formation volume factor increases in

the entire pressure range under the influence of adsorption and capillary pressure. For the
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hig-GOR fluid, CME and CVD tests were simulated. Because of the shifted upper dew point

pressure, a relatively constant segment below the original dew point pressure is observed in

the solution oil-gas ratio and the y7+ mole fraction of the produced stream for the simulation

with capillary pressure and adsorption. In general, the results will strongly depend on the

choice of the reservoir fluid and temperature. The extent of the influence of the capillary

pressure and adsorption may vary significantly as can be observed on their phase envelopes.
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